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Doda-Doda Low     Ferruccio Laviani             2008
registered design

Metal frame with elastic straps.

Flexible, cold foamed polyurethane.
Velveteen resin bonded cover.
Polyurethane seat cushion.

Composite solid fir (Picea abieis) and
plywood.

Polyurethane foam of various densities and
velveteen cover.

Non-slip plastic.

In steel painted black. 360° rotation on
steel bearings.

(See label attached – cover specification)
The fabric / leather combination cover
cannot be washed.

Doda-Doda Low internal structure

Doda-Doda Low structure
upholstery

Easy internal structure

Easy structure
upholstery

Feet

Swivel base

Removable outer cover

Finishes Technical information
High and low back armchairs cover
fabric
leather
structure exterior in leather and interior in fabric
structure exterior and interior in two version of the same fabric

Armchair with housse cover
fabric

Easy Pouff cover
fabric
leather

Types

 

DPFE

Easy pouf
W 650 D 480 H 350
W 25 5/8” D 18 7/8” H 13 3/4”

high back armchair
W 780 D 980 H 870
W 30 3/4” D 38 5/8” H 34 1/4”

DPLF
fixed

380
15”

DPLG
swivel armchair

low back armchair
W 850 D 860 H 690
W 33 1/2” D 33 7/8” H 27 1/8”

DP2F
fixed

DP2G
swivel armchair

high back armchair with housse
W 780 D 980 H 870
W 30 3/4” D 38 5/8” H 34 1/4”

 380
15”

DPHF
fixed

DPHG
swivel armchair

DPFH

Easy pouf with housse
W 650 D 480 H 350
W 25 5/8” D 18 7/8” H 13 3/4”

Doda, interpretation of the classic bergère in contemporary style is by Ferruccio Laviani. A 
welcoming armchair, which stands out for its measured proportions between thicknesses and 
the meetings of straight and curved lines. With a fixed or movable base, to satisfy all needs. 
The fabric and leather covers can be removed. With Doda is the pouff Easy, combining with it 
to create a comfortable chaise longue. Doda enriches with a new version, Doda Low, which 
features more generous proportions and a lower back.


